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1. Introduction 

In the last few years there has been considerable interest in the asymptotic behavior 
of maps of the interval into itself under iteration. Some of this interest has come 
from the theory of dynamical systems (where most authors have studied maps of 
the circle), and some of the interest has been generated by population biology. 
In population biology, maps of the unit interval have been used as models for the 
dynamics of populations with discrete generations. 

One of the questions of most interest in the theory has been the determination 
of the limit sets of points for a map f :  I -* I. Here I=[0 ,  1]. The limit set ofxs t  
is the set of limit points of the sequence {f~(x)}. The superscript denotes repeated 
composition. Of particular interest are periodic orbits: points x such that f~(x)= x 
for some i>0. Even greater interest focuses upon attracting periodic orbits: if 

f~(x)=x, then x lies in an attracting periodic orbit if I d  (f~)(x)I<l. It is easily 

proved that there is a neighborhood of an attracting periodic orbit consisting of 
points which tend to the periodic orbit under iteration, 

If the map f :  I -~, 1 depends upon a parameter/~eI (we write J'u(x) or f(x, #) 
and say that f is a one parameter family of maps.), then one is interested in the 
change of the limits sets as the parameter is varied, Vaguely, when there is a 
qualitative change, one says that/~ is a bifurcation value of the parameter. One of 
the fundamental problems of bifurcation theory has been the description of those 
qualitative changes which are "generic" or "non-degenerate" in some suitable 
sense. This has been a local theory with regard to the bifurcation parameter: it 
studies changes near a particular bifurcation value. For a certain class of families 
of maps of the interval, we shall consider questions of the global bifurcation be- 
havior. In particular, we shall describe a sequence of bifurcations which take 
place in a particular order with respect to the parameter. We shall see that for a 
large class of families of maps, the order in which periodic attractors appear and 
disappear is independent of the member of the family. This order can be computed 
explicitly. 

* Research partially supported by National Science Foundation 
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The families we consider in most detail have the following properties: 

(1) fu is a smooth function of both x and/~ (at least C3), 
(2) f~(0)=f~(1) = 0, 
(3) f ,  has a single critical point c u in I (#>0) ,  
(4))Co is a constant function and f~(q) = 1. 

Our initial arguments will also rely upon additional hypotheses which are 
later shown to be unnecessary. One of the most frequently studied families of 
maps of the interval has been the family of quadratic maps given by the equation 
f u ( x ) = 4 p x ( 1 - x ) .  The graph of this map is shown in Figure 1. 
Thinking of this quadratic case, we indicate the nature of the results we obtain. 
Precise statements are made below. For the family of quadratic maps, there is at 
most one attracting periodic orbit for each value of/~ [2]. Assign to/~ the period 
n(/~) of this attracting periodic orbit, if there is one. Our main result gives an 
algorithm for computing the order of the numbers n (/t) for n less than an arbitrary 
bound. The surprising aspect of our results is that the "sequence" n(p) describes 
the order of a set of bifurcations, with respect to the parameter, for any family J~ 
satisfying the conditions (1)-(4) listed above. The possibility of this fact was 
indicated to us by numerical studies of Metropolis, Stein, and Stein [5]. For 
several families of maps, they computed n(#) for n<15.  For each family they 
obtained the same sequence, suggesting the possibility of results of the sort we 
obtain. 

2. Local Bifurcation Theory 

This section is a review of those parts of dynamical systems theory which are 
background for the remainder of the paper. One of the basic concepts of dynamical 
systems is that of topological equivalence: i f f  g: X ~ X are two maps of a metric 
space to itself, then a topological equivalence from f to g is a homeomorphism 
h: X ~ X such that h o f =  g o h. A topological equivalence maps the f-iterates 
of a point x to the g-iterates of h(x). If f ,  is a family of maps, then the regular 
values of # are those which have the property that f~ is topologically equivalent 
to f ,  for v sufficiently close to ~t. If/~ is not a regular value, then it is a bifurcation 
value. It is clear from the definition that the set of bifurcation values is a closed set. 
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We shall be concerned with those bifurcation values which involve periodic 
orbits. Assume f f (p )=p  and that n is the smallest integer for which this is true. 

One says then that p is periodic with prime period n. The number d~x (f") (p) = 2(p) 

can tell one a great deal about the behavior of orbits near p. If 12l < 1, then f "  is 
a contraction in some neighborhood ofp. Hence. for x close enough to p,f'~(x) -+ p 
as i --+ oo. On the other hand, if ]21 > 1 there is some neighborhood U ofp such that 
f"~(x)EU for all i>0  implies x=p.  Moreover, the implicit function theorem 
implies that when 2 4= 1 there is a periodic point p(/~) of prime period n depending 
smoothly on/, .  

Thus the bifurcations of a periodic orbit are of two sorts. The number of 
periodic orbits of a given prime period n can only change at a value of # for which 
there is a periodic point p of period n with 2(p)= 1. The stability of a periodic 
orbit only changes when 121 = 1. Bifurcation theory [7] describes the qualitative 
changes which do take place "generically" in the two cases 2 = _+ 1. We consider 
these in turn. 

Proposition. Suppose that f :  I x I-+ I is a family of maps and that there are p, n, 
and v satisfying 

(1) f~"(p)=p, 
d , 

(2) dxx (f~) (p) = l, 

d 2 
(3) ~ (.fv") (p) > o, 

d , 
(4) ~ (f~ (p)) > O. 

Then there are intervals (vl, v) and (v, 1'2) and e>0  with the properties (1) if 
I~e(vl, v), then f f  has no fixed points in (p-e ,  p + e), and (2) i f / t~(v, 1, 2) then f f  has 
two fixed points in (p-e ,  p + e), one attracting and one repelling. 

Proof. Set g(x, #) = f," (x) -  x. The zero set ofg is the fixed point set of f ' .  Compute 
8g 8g 8g 

that dg = ~ -  dx cx +c~Tdt~. At the point (p, v ) , ~ + 0  a n d s = 0 .  Therefore, the 

implicit function theorem implies that there is a smooth function/~=h(x) such 
that v=h(p) and g (x , /0=0  if and only if ll=h(x) (restricting attention to some 

~-x (p, d h (p) = 0. Differentiating neighborhood of (p, v)~I x I). Since 8g =0,  d x  
v) 

~2g 8g dZ h dZ h 
g(x,h(x))=O twice, we find ~ -x2+  =0.  Evaluated at p, d x  2 ~p  d x  2 
= _ ( S g ~  -~ 632g 

\~-ff] ~Tx2->0. This implies that the curve/~=h(x) lies to one side of its 

tangent line at p. The final assertion of the theorem follows upon noting that 
8 8 [ ,  d , 

8x- ~ x ]  4=0, so that ~x(f/,(x)(x)) is a monotonic function at p. 
p,v 
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Remark. Changing an inequality in hypotheses (3) or (4) of the proposition 

changes the sign of dz h (v, v2). ~ and hence reverses the roles of the intervals (vl, v) and 

Proposition. Suppose f :  I x I ~ I is a family and that there p, n, and v which 
satisfy 

f~(P)---P, (1) 

d 
d-x (f~") (p) = - 1, (2) 

d ~ 
-d-~ (f• "(p)) < 0, (3) 

d 2 
dxd~(f;(x))>O at (p,v). (4) 

Then there are intervals (vl, v) and (v, v2) and e > 0 such that 

(1) if #~(vl, v), f z, has exactly one fixed point in (p - e ,  p+  e). This fixed point 
is attracting. 

(2) if/~ ~(v, vz), then j~"  has three fixed points in ( p -  e, p + e). 

The largest and smallest form an attracting periodic orbit of period 2 for f~", 
and the middle point is repelling. 

The proof of this proposition is only slightly more complicated than the 

proof of the preceding proposition. We remark that ~ (f()  (p) = - t implies that 

d 2 0g 02g 
dx i (f~") (p)= 0. Set g(x, l~)=fz "(x)- x. Then g(p) = 0, ~ (p)= 0, 5x ~- (p)= 0, and 

~3g (P)4: 0. The implicit function theorem implies that there is a smooth function c3x3 
x=k(#) such that p=k(v) and f,"(k(#))=k(#). Therefore, g(k0&#)=0.  Conse- 

g(x, ~) 
quently, the function ~,(x, #) defined to be x ~  is a smooth function satisfying 

(p, v) = 0, -~x- (p' v) = 0, --~5- (P, v) #: 0, and ~ (p, v) ~= 0, The arguments of the pre- 

ceding proposition applied to ~ easily yield the conclusions of this proposition. 

3. Symbolic Dynamics 

Consider a map f = f ~  : I -~ I such that f(0) =f (1)  = 0  and f has a single critical 
point c. We assume further that f(c)= t. With these assumptions, every point of 
the interval [0, 1] has exactly two preimages under the map. Since 

f 3(c)= f 2(c)= f (1) =0, 
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c has 2" preimages under the map f" .  The 2" preimages of c for J'" are critical 
points of f "* l ,  and f " * t  takes the value 1 at each of these, Between each pair of 
these weimages of c, there is a critical point o f f "  at which f "~  1 takes the value 0. 
See Figure 2. 

Inside each interval joining a pair of critical points of f",  f "  is a monotone 
function on the interval. Therefore, f "  has at least 2" fixed points, one in each 
interval joining a pair of critical points. Note that there is no duplication in this 
count since 0 is the only endpoint which is fixed by any iterate of f These fixed 
points are all of the periodic points whose prime period divides n. 

Let us partition the fixed points of f "  into sets lying between the same pair 
of adjacent critical points. We want to describe two different ways of labelling 
these sets, One way is related to the dynamics of the periodic points, and the other 
fixes their order on the interval. Let p be a fixed point for the sequence f",  Associate 
to p the binary sequence a I a 2 . . .  a n of length n with the property that p lies in the 

a~ 2"-~ th interval on which f "  is monotonic. Each set of fixed points lying 
\ i ~ l  ! 
between adjacent critical points is assigned to a different sequence, and each 
sequence is assigned to a different set of fixed points of f" .  Note that 

d ~ i _  ! 
0 if ~ (p)>0 

a i ~  i--1 

1 if ~ x  (p)<0. 

On the other hand, we can associate to p a binary sequence b I .., b, of length n 
by the rule b i=0 if f i - l (p)  lies to the left of c, and b~= t if f~-~(p) lies to the right 

of c. Analytically, b.=-I ( - 1  + sgn d f  ) ' 2 \ ~xx(fi- l(p)) , .  Observe that a l=b  1. Since 

dfi(_,  d f , , d f  . . . ~ ( f i - l ( p ) ) ,  f i n d t h a t a i = b l +  +bi (mod2) .From 
d x  pJ =~x tP~ dx (f(P)) we ... 

this it follows that ai+a~_ 1 =b~ (rood 2) for i>  1. 
Still assuming that f"(p) = p, we note that the sequence of b~'s associated to the 

point f (p)  is the sequence b z b 3 ... b, b~. Therefore, cyclic permutation of indices 
of the b sequences allows us to construct a coarser partition of the fixed points of 
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al a2 a3 a4 bx b2 b3 b4 

0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1  0 0 0 1  
0 0 1 0  0 0 1 1  
0 0 1 1  0 0 1 0  
0 1 0 0  0 1 1 0  
0 1 0 1  0 1 1 1  
0 1 1 0  0 1 0 1  
0 1 1 1  0 1 0 0  
1 0 0 0  1 1 0 0  
1 0 0 1  1 1 0 1  
1 0 1 0  1 1 1 1  
1 0 1 1  1 1 1 0  
1 1 0 0  1 0 1 0  
1 1 0 1  1 0 1 1  
1 1 1 0  1 0 0 1  
1 1 1 1  1 0 0 0  

- - '  - - 7  

- i - -  i 

I 

- - 4  

- ! 

I 

Sequences joined by solid lines represent a single orbit. 

Fig. 3. Partitioning the fixed points of f4 

f" .  This coarser partition lumps together all fixed points of f "  whose f orbits 
contain a point lying in a specific interval between two adjacent critical points 
of f" .  Converting the b i sequences into al sequences tells us the relative order of 
points on the unit interval. In Figure 3, we illustrate the partitions for n = 4. 

This procedure allows us to partition the fixed points of f "  with orbits lying 
in different subintervals between critical points into f-orbi ts  and determine their 
relative order on the interval. To compare the order in I of the points in periodic 
orbits of periods n 1 and n 2, we perform the above construction with n = nl �9 n 2. 
This allows us to compare the order in I of the points belonging to periodic orbits 
of periods nl and n 2 since f " '  .,2 fixes all such points. In this way, we can partition 
the set of periodic points of f of all orders and determine the order of their points 
relative to each other, except for those periodic points which lie in the same sub- 
intervals joining adjacent critical points of an iterate o f f  

4.  T h e  G l o b a l  B i f u r c a t i o n  D i a g r a m  

Let f :  I x I ~ I  be a family of maps satisfying properties (1)-(4) of the Introduction. 
Assume further that f is "generic" in the sense that (1) the hypotheses of the 
propositions of section II are satisfied at all points for which f f ( x ) = x  and 

d fu"(x) = 1 and (2) there are no points satisfying these two equations when/~ = 1. 

Denote by P, the set of solutions of the equation f f ( x )  = x. The genericity assump- 
tion implies that P, is a union of non-singular smooth curves. The properties 
(1)-(4) imply that the intersection of P, with the interval # = 0  is the origin, while 
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0 7 /a 
Fig. 4. The set P~ 

the intersection of P. with the line p = 1 consists of at least 2" distinct points. The 
local bifurcation theory allows us to assign a stability index (s for stable, u for 
unstable) to almost all points of P~ according to whether the absolute value of 
d 

ii~ f~'(p) = 2(p) is smaller or larger than 1. The exceptional points occur as either 

vertical tangencies of P,(2(p)= 1) or at points for which the stability index changes 
and P z , - ~  contains a point of intersection with P,(2(p)= - 1). Figure 4 illustrates 
the simplest possible diagram for P~. 

o" of maximal smooth, connected, nonsingular curves Write P, as a union w;, i 
77 in P,,, Since f l  has no periodic orbits for which 2(p)= I, the number of points 
of P,c-~{# = 1} inside each subinterval joining adjacent critical points of J~" is odd. 
In each subinterval on which J;" is decreasing, there must be exactly one point p 
for which j;"(p)= p, and at this point 2(p)< - 1 .  We want to focus our attention 
on those curves 7,' which have endpoints p for which 2(p)< - 1. To state the main 
result about these points, we need to establish some additional notation. If 
(p, 1)~P,,, denote re(p) to be the minimum value of It on the curve 7~' having an 
endpoint at p. Clearly, re(p) is constant on the points in one ./'-orbit. Denote by 
F(p) the union of those 77 passing through points in the j~-orbit o fp  and by M(p), 
the maximum value of x in the j~ orbit of p. A key idea of this paper is contained 
in the following theorem. 

Theorem. Let f: I x I ~ I be a .~tmily ~?]' maps satisfying properties (1)-(4) of the 
Introduction and the generieity conditions of the beginning of this section. 

d 
Let p~ and P2 be two.fixed points qf j (  such that ilxx (.]l"(Pi))<0 for i= 1, 2 and 

such that Pl and P2 lie in d(fferent J'x orbits. 77wn M(pO<M(p2) !f and only' if 
m(Pl)<m(p2). 

In other words, the largest values of orbits on the line ~ = 1 determines the 
order in which these periodic orbits arose through bifurcat ion- larger  values 
indicating later bifurcations. 

d n Proof. Consider the function 2(x, i t )=3xJ l  ~ (x) on P, and a curve 7'] intersecting 
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the line # =  1 at a point p for which 2(p, 1)<0. At a point (q, v)E77 with v=m(p), 
we know from the local bifurcation theory that 77 has a vertical tangent and that 
2(q, v)= 1. Since )~(p, 1)<0, there is a point (r, p) of )'7 at which 2(r, p)=0. The 
orbit of r under fp contains the critical point c(p) since 2(r, p)=0.  Therefore, the 
orbit of r also contains the maximum value fo(c) of fo(x). If p' is another fixed 
point of .~" for which 2(p', 1)<0 and if m(p')<m(p), then every point of F(p') 
intersected with the line # = p must lie below the point fo(e). 

To use this fact, we examine the intersections of 77 and l'(p'). The only points 
of intersection of ~7 and F(p') occur at points of the kind described in the second 
proposition of Section II. Let p have prime period k. If (x, cOeF(p')c~77, then the 
component ~,~ of F(p') containing (x, a) represents a periodic orbit of period 2 for 
fk. tf ~'~ has another intersection with 7~, " then 7~ must be a simple closed curve as 
shown in Figure 5. 
The branches of ),~ above and below 7}' must meet at each point of intersection 
with i'7 since they represent one orbit of fk  of period 2. Since F(p') intersects the 
line # = 1, we conclude that 7~ can intersect ,;7 in at most one point (x, a). 

If there are no points of intersection of F(p') and 77, then M(p')<M(p) since 
F(p')c~{#=p} lies below fp(c). If there is a point (x, a)sF(p')c~;7, then a > #  and 
m(p')>m(p). Moreover, the observation that F(p')c-~{#=p} lies below fo(c) 
implies that m(p')>m(p). We conclude that m(p')<m(p) implies M(p')<M(p). 
Note that m(p')<m(p) implies that M(p')+M(p) since p and p' lie in different 
f-orbits. 

The theorem will be proved if we eliminate the possibility that re(p)= m(p') 
and M(p)~M(p') with 2(p) and 2(p') both negative. If this happens, let 77, 7~ be 
curves of P, containing M(p), M(p') and let (r, p), (r', p') be points on ~7, 7~ at which 
2(r, p)=2(r ' ,  p ' )=0.  Now r is larger than any point in the f-orbit of ) , ~ { # = p } ,  
and r' is larger than any point in the f-orbit of 77c'~ {# = p'}. Since re(p) = m(p'), both 
intersections are non-empty. The curves 7}' and 7~ must cross. We have already 
observed, however, that if 77 and 7~ intersect, then re(p)4= m(p'). Hence the theorem 
is proved: if p~ and P2 satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem, then the order of 
M(p 0 and M(P2) and the order of m(pO and m(pz) must be the same. 

Remark t. Combining the theorem above with the symbolic dynamics allows us 
to order a whole set of bifurcation values giving "bir th" to those fixed points p 
o f ~  for which 2(p, 1)<0. The sequence of bifurcations is the same as that deter- 
mined by choosing the largest members of the f~ orbits of these fixed points. This 
last sequence is determined by the symbolic dynamics of the map ft on its periodic 
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orbits and is independent of the particular generic family of maps satisfying 
properties (1)-(4); hence the bifurcation sequence we have determined is indepen- 
dent of the map. 

Remark 2. We want to eliminate the genericity hypotheses from the theorem. 
To do so, we have to define m(p) for a family f which need not be generic. If (p, 1) 
is a periodic point off ,  set m(p) to be the lim inf of m(q) for generic families which 
are perturbations o f f  having a periodic point (q, 1) near (p, i). With this definition 
of m(p) for nongeneric families, the theorem is still true. Assume (p, 1), (p', 1) are 
periodic points o f f  with 2(p, 1)<0, 2(p', 1)<0 and M(p)<M(p'). We can find a 
generic perturbation g o f f  with periodic points (q, 1), (q', 1) near (p, 1), (p', 1) such 
that m(q) < m(q') and Ira(q) - m(p)l < Im(p) - m(p')l. Since m(q) < m(q'), we conclude 
that m(p)<m(p'). The same argument that was used in the theorem implies that 
m ( p ) ,  m (p'). 

Remark 3. We have proved more than the theorem states. Inside 77, on the portion 
joining (Pl, 1) to its intersection with the line/~ = re(p1), all of the vertical tangencies 
occur over the interval (m(Pa), re(p2) ). Indeed, we must have Pl <m(p2), so the 
derivative o f f ,  is negative on the component  of (Pl, 1) in yTn{m(P2)~/~ ~ 1}. 

Remark 4. The theorem as stated applies to the fixed points p o f f f  with 2(p)<0. 
There are 2 "-1 such points. In a generic family and for odd n, each such point is 
connected by a curve 77 to another periodic point with 2>0.  (For even n, there 
are bifurcations of orbits of period n/2 with 2 = - 1 which yield a more complicated 
structure for P,. See Fig. 4.) Since the curves 77 do not cross, the order of M(p) vs. 
the order of m(p) is preserved for these points as well. Thus the theorem applies 
to all those periodic points which lie in curves 77 having an endpoint p with 
2(p)<0. If Pl and P2 are the endpoints of 77 and if 2 (p0<0 ,  then M(pO>M(p2). 
Thus there are 2" periodic points of f ,  which can be partitioned into orbits for 
which one can determine the sequence of bifurcations giving rise to these orbits. 
By considering bifurcations with 2 = - 1, the same can be done for even n as well 
as odd n. 

We end this section by summarizing some of the remarks in a theorem. Con- 
sider the map g: 1 -~ I defined by 

2x 0 < x < � 8 9  
g(x)= 2 ( l - x )  �89 1. 

Order the set P of periodic orbits of g by the largest points in their orbits: the 
orbit rc 1 is larger than the orbit /'~2 if ~1 contains a point larger than all of the 
points of r~ 2; i.e., max x > max x. Define the map 7: P --' ~ which assigns to an 

~ I  ~2 

element of P its period. 

Theorem. Let f,: I x I--, I be a family of maps with the following properties 

(1) fu(x) is a smooth function of both x and l~ (at least C3). 
(2) f u ( 0 ) = f , ( l ) = 0 f o r  all I~I.  
(3) f ,  has a single critical point cueI for each/~>0. 
(4) fo is identically zero, and f l ( q )  = 1. 
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Denote by B ~ I  the set of bifurcation values for periodic orbits of ~ and 
[3: B --~ 77 the map which assigns the period of the bifurcating periodic orbit to a 
bifurcation value. Then there is an order perserving map ~.: P - ,  B such that the 
diagram 

77 

~,/ ',,fl 
/ 

P - ~  B 

commutes. 

5. P e r i o d  2 n + 1 I m p l i e s  P e r i o d  2 n - 1 

Let f b e  a smooth map of the interval with a single critical point and f(0) = f ( 1 ) =  0. 
From the results of Section 4, it follows that there is an ordering of the positive 
integers (independent o f f )  such that if n 1 precedes n 2 and f has a periodic orbit of 
period n 1, then f also has a periodic orbit of period n 2. This ordering has been 
determined by Sharkovsky [6]. (His result is valid for all continuous maps of the 
interval.) We deduce the ordering here by a computation based upon the symbolic 
dynamics of Section 3. We use the language of Section 3, referring to binary 
sequences determining order on the interval as a-sequences and to the sequences 
obtained by examining the derivatives o f f  on the iterates of a point as b-sequences. 
This section illustrates the kinds of applications which can be obtained from our 
preceding results. 

Given a positive integer n, we want to determine the b-sequence which yields 
the smallest value of/~ for which there is an orbit of prime period n in a family 
f,". Following the results of Section 4, this calculation can be made by examining 
a particular map g with g(0)=g(1)=0 and the single critical value 1. It is con- 
venient to use the map g defined by 

2x 0 < x < � 8 9  
g(x)= 2 - 2 x  �89 1. 

Though this map is not smooth, it is topologically conjugate to the map 
f ( x ) = 4 x ( 1  - x )  [8]. Therefore, the order of its periodic orbits is the same as the 
order for a smooth map. If p is a periodic point of q of period n with a-sequence 
al ... a,, then the binary expansion of p is a l . . .  a, a , . . .  a, a , . . .  a, .... For each n, 
we want to find the periodic point p, of prime period n with the properties that 
(1) p, is the largest point in its orbit, and (2) every other periodic orbit of prime 
period n contains a point which is larger than p,. We shall call p, the rain-max of  
period n. The results of Sections 3 and 4 imply that the ordering of p, in I is the 
ordering of the positive integers we seek. We shall give an algorithm for explicitly 
computing the b-sequences (and hence the a-sequences and binary expansions) 
of each Pn. As the proof is a rather intricate combinatorial argument, we begin 
with a special case. 
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Proposition. Let n be an odd integer, and let b l . . .  b, be the b-sequence of the 
rain-max p, of period n. Then b 2 = 0  and hi= l for i+-2. 

Proof The proof proceeds by a series of small observations about the a-sequence 
of the rain-max p,. First, the b-sequence of p, contains both 0 and 1 since p, is 
not a fixed point. Recall that if the b-sequence of p, is b 1 b 2 ... b,, then the b- 
sequence of f(p) is b 2 . . .  b n b 1 . Note that the orbit of p, contains a point with b- 
sequence beginning 10 and (consequently) a-sequence beginning 11. This implies 
that the periodic point p with the b-sequence 10111 ... 1 is the largest point in 
its orbit. From this also follows the second observation that the b-sequence of 
p, begins 10 (otherwise, there is a larger point in its orbit). The third observation 
is that the b-sequence of p, does not have 2 consecutive O's. If it did, there would 
be a point in its orbit with b-sequence beginning 100 and a-sequence beginning 
111. The a-sequence associated to p is 110 .... Therefore, the orbit of p contains 
no point as large as one with b-sequence beginning 100 .... So, the b-sequence of 
p, does not have consecutive O's. Assume now that the b-sequence of p, contains 
more than one zero. The fourth observation is that a cyclic sequence of O's and 
l 's of odd length without consecutive O's contains a string of l 's of even length. 
The assumption implies that the orbit of p, contains a point q with b-sequence 
beginning 10 11 ... 1 0 .... where the second 0 occurs as the (2 k + 3)rd term of the 

2 k  

sequence. The a-sequence of q has a 1 in the (2k + 3) rd term since a i= ~ b~. 
j < i  

Therefore, the binary expansion of p agrees with the binary expansion of q in the 
first (2 k + 2) places, but q has a 1 in the (2 k + 3) rd place of its expansion compared 
to a 0 in the (2 k + 3) rd place of the expansion for p. Therefore q > p. We conclude 
that p is the min-max p,, of period n. 

Corollary. Let f :  I - ~ I  be a map with f ( 0 ) = f ( 1 ) = 0  and a single critical point. 
If" f has a periodic orbit of odd period, then f has periodic orbits of all longer odd 
periods. 

Proof. Compare the binary expansions of the min-max's p, of odd period n. These 
2" ( 1 2 " - 1 - 1 )  

are calculated to be ~ ~ ~ . ~ , - 5  from the b-sequences of p,. These 

numbers decrease with n. Therefore, if f has a periodic orbit of odd period n, 
it has periodic orbits of all longer odd periods. 

We now proceed to extend the computat ions to find the b-sequences of min- 
max's of even periods. From this we shall obtain the ordering of Sharkovsky. 
We begin by examining the rain-max's of period 2 ~. 

Proposition. There is an algorithm Jor determining the b-sequence of the min-max 
P2, of period 2 t. f f  S l denotes the b-sequence of P2,, then Sz+l=St Sl_ 1 St_ 1. 

Proc~[: First, note that if P, KP2,, then,2t is divisible by n. This follows from the 
results of previous sections since each stable periodic orbit of a family becomes 
unstable at a bifurcation with 2 = - 1. This bifurcation gives rise to a stable periodic 
orbit of twice the period. Therefore, the first sequence of bifurcations in a family 
yields stable periodic orbits whose periods are a power of 2. We conclude that 
p l < p z K p 4 <  ... and that if n is not a power of 2, pz,<p,.  
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Next, explicitly compute that S 1 = 1 and S z = 10. Assume that we have deter- 
mined the sequences S~, ..., S,, and that they satisfy S~+ ~ = S, S~_ ~ Sk_ 1 for k < t. 
We assert that the sequence Sl+ I is given by S, Sl_ ~ S,_ 1- Denote by S~ the sequence 
obtained by changing the last term of S,. The assertion that S~+I,---Sz St_ ~ S~_~ 
is the same as the assertion that St+l = St S't or S'z+x = Sl S,. Consider the b-sequence 
b 1 ... b2,+ ~= S, S', associated to a periodic point p. We need to prove that p is the 
largest point in an orbit of prime period 2 *+1. That p is a point of prime period 
2 t+t is evident since bz,@b2,+~. Now consider another point q in the orbit of p. 
Writing St S't=S,_I S'~_1 St- i  St-1 by the induction hypothesis, the first 21 terms 
of the b-sequence of q agree with the b-sequence of a point of the orbit of P2, 
which is not P2~ or with a cyclic permutation of the sequence Sty1 St-1. In either 
case, by comparing the a-sequences of P2* and q and remembering that p2,-~ < p2 ,, 
we conclude that q < p. Therefore, p is the largest point of its orbit. We now need 
to prove that p is the smallest of the largest points in orbits of prime period 2 z+ ~. 
We know that p2H 2>p2~. By comparing the binary expansions of p2~+, and p~, 
we note that they must differ in the first 2 ~+~ positions since both are repeating 
with period 2 *+~. Thus the a-sequence of pz,+l must rewesent a binary number 
which is larger than the binary number represented by the a-sequence associated 
to the b-sequence St St. (These are the a-sequence and b-sequence of p2, regarded 
as a periodic point of period 2'+I.) The a-sequence associated to the b-sequence 
S~ St ends with 0 (recall at = ~ b~,) so the a-sequence associated to S~ S't is a lower 

j=i 
bound for the a-sequence of p2~+~. Therefore P=Pz~*~, proving the proposition. 
Note that the last term of the a-sequence of S, is a i since S~ contains an odd number 
of l's. This fact is used implicitly in later computations. 

We can now describe explicitly the b-sequence of the rain-max of period n in 
terms of the sequences S,. 

Proposition. Let n =2 t. m be a positive integer with m> 1 odd. Denote by St the b- 
sequence of the rain-max P2, of period 2 t. Then the rain-max p~ of period n is the 
sequence St+l St ... St consisting of the concatenation of S~+~ with (m-2)  blocks 
of the form St. 

Remark. Continuing to denote S'~ the sequence obtained by changing the last 
term of S~, the b-sequence of p, can be written St S~ S~... St. This expression 
generalizes the one for p, when n is odd. 

Proof First, note that the sequence St S~Sz ... S~ represents a point p of prime 
period n =2  *- m. Next we prove that p is the largest point of its orbit. Let q=g~(p), 
l~i<=n. If i > 2  t+t, then the first 2 t+t terms of the b-sequence of q are a cyclic 
permutation of the sequence S~ S,. Since P2* < P2~ +1 and St SI ---- St + ~, this implies 
that q<p. If i-<2 t+l, then the first 2 I+1 terms of the b-sequence of q are a non- 
trivial permutation of St+I. Once again comparing binary sequences of length 
2t~ 1 reveals that q < p. So p is the largest point in its orbit. 

The last part of the proposition is a proof that any periodic orbit of prime 
period n contains a point as large as n. This is done in two steps. Denote the b- 
sequence of p, by b~ ... b,. There is a largest k with the property that bt . . .  b,, 
is the concatenation of sequences of the form S k and S~,. (If this is true for one k, 
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it is true for smaller k since S k = S k_ l St- ~ and S;~ = Sk_ 1 Sk - 1 for k ]~> 1 .) The first 
of the two steps is that k = l. The final step will be that the block SI occurs only 
once in the b-sequence of pn. 

Consider b~ ... b~ as the concatenation B 1 ... B,, where r =  2 t-k. m and B~= Sk 
or S~. If k < l, we shall prove that b 1 ... b~ can be written as a concatenation of 
blocks of the form Sk+~ and S~+~. Observe that both S k and S;~ occur in the sequence 
B t ... B~ since p. has prime period n. This implies B t = S~ and B 2 = S;, since the 
a-sequence associated to S k is larger than the a-sequence associated to S~, and the 
a-sequence associated to Sk S;~ is larger than the a-sequence associated to Sk Sk. 
Continuing, if Bi= S;,, then B~+ 1-- S k since the a-sequence associated to Sk S~ S~ 
is larger than that associated to Sk S~, Sk. Similarly, the a-sequence of Sk S~, Sk Sk S~, 
is larger than that of Sk S~ Sk Sk Sk and the a-sequence of Sk S~ Sk Sk Sk Sk is larger 
than that of S k S~, Sk Sk Sk S~,. 

S t  , . .  Assume now that k < l  and consider the sequence Sk+ ~ k+lSk+~ Sk+~. 
Written as a concatenation of blocks of the form Sk and S~, this sequence has 
the following properties: (1) it has prime period n, (2) it begins S k S~,, (3) S~, occurs 
only in blocks with even index. The comparisons made above show that the 
sequences for p,, must also have these properties. A sequence satisfying the third 
property can be written as a concatenation of blocks of the form Sk+ ~ and S~,+~ 
since Sk+l=Sk S~ and S'k+~=S k S k, This contradicts the assumption on k, so we 
conclude that k = I. 

The final step of the proof proceeds much as the determination of the b- 
sequence of p, when n is odd. We have proved that the b-sequence of p, is a con- 
catenation of B~ ... B m of m blocks of the form S~ or S~. If two blocks of the form 
S'~ occur, then the orbit of p, contains a point whose b-sequence begins with the 
blocks S~ SIS l S!s The first two blocks are S~ SI and the next occurrence 

2~ 
is in a block with odd index (2 k + 3). The point whose b-sequence begins this way 
is larger than any point in the orbit of the point p with b-sequence S~ S'~ S~ ... Sz 
of length n. We conclude that p=p,,, proving the proposition. 

Finally the result of Sharkovsky is recovered by comparing the binary ex- 
pansions of the p, obtained from their b-sequences. Consider m = 2  k. r and n = 2 l- s 
with r, s odd and larger than 1. If k>  l, the b-sequence of p,, begins Sl SI St St Sz S'l. 
The b-sequence of p, is S~ S'z Sz (if s=  3), or S~ SI S~ S~ S~ (if s =  5), or it begins 
S~ S~ S~ S~ S~ S~. tn each of these three cases, a comparison of binary expansions 
yields p,, < p,. If k = t and r > s then the same sort of computation we used for odd 
periods shows p,,<p,. The point p,, regarded as a periodic point of period 2n 
has a b-sequence which begins S~ S I S~ ... S~ SI while the b-sequence of period p,, 

( s - l )  

begins S~ SI S~ ... S~ S~, Comparison of the corresponding a-sequences shows that 
$ 

p,~ < p,. Thus we have 

Theorem (Sharkovsky). Let T be the ordered set {3 < 5 < 7 --- < 2 . 3  < 2 . 5  < 2 . 7  
< . . -  < 4- 3 < 4 . 5  < 4- 7 <.--  < 8 < 4 < 2 < 1 }. Let f :  I--,  I be a smooth map such 
that f ( 0 ) = f ( 1 ) = 0  and f has a single critical point. If m < n  relative to the order 
of T and f has a periodic point of prime period m, then f has a periodic point of 
period n. 
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